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PREFACE
The ASI was formed in 2002 through the merger of Australian Institute of Steel Construction
(AISC) and Steel Institute of Australia (SIA). The former AISC first published the original
‘Standardized Structural Connections’ in 1978, with the third edition published in 1985. The ready
acceptance of these standardised connections since that time has confirmed the benefits that
flow to all members of the steel supply chain.

The third edition has been out of print for a number of years. However, in the interim ASI has
published two related series of publications:
•

The ‘Structural Steel Connection Series Parts 1 and 2’ (Refs. 1,2) published by ASI
commencing 2007. The Structural Steel Connection Series details the method of design and
provides design capacity tables and detailing parameters for a range of both flexible and
rigid connections between predominantly open section members;

•

The Structural Steel Tubular Connection Series: 1st edition, 2013 (‘Tubular Connection
Series’) (Ref. 3). The Tubular Connection Series details the method of design and provides
design capacity tables and detailing parameters for a range of tubular connections
commonly used in Australia.

These series provide some guidance on standardised connections as applied to common
connection models. However, these series are significant and extensive and aimed primarily at
practising structural engineers. ASI has identified the need to provide a more concise reference
to good practice and standardisation in connection configuration, applicable to a number of other
stakeholders in the supply chain, including students, steel detailers and suppliers of components
associated with steel connections.

Accordingly, ASI has published this new fourth edition of the ‘Standardised Structural
Connections’, taking the opportunity to review current standard practice and also to provide
material additional to the previous third edition, including:
•

extended explanatory material specifically aimed at both engineering and steel detailing
students;

•

new material discussing rationalised connections and configuration guidance for hollow
section connections. Since hollow sections are often profile cut and fully welded to form
connections (and hence do not contain ancillary components like cleat plates), the focus with
these types of connections is ensuring ‘good practice’ with configuration of the connection to
meet structural and detailing requirements, rather than the standardisation of components
that is a feature of the open section connections.

Since the previously mentioned connection series already contain design capacity tables intended
for practising engineers, this current publication has removed the design capacity tables that were
in previous editions of this publication. The reader should consult Refs. 1,2 and 3 for engineering
behavioural models and design capacity tables.
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